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Brief Descri~tion: 
This project is the Palestinian o : of a Mediterranean regional initiative involving Egypt, Lebanon, 
Morocco, the Palestinian A~thurlr~ U I ~  Tunisia The overall initiative is aimed at ensuring the sustainable 
management the biological diversity of the coastal areas ands in 6 Mediterranean countriedAuthority 
through the development of adequate legal and regulatory -ks, the creation of institutional organizations 
adapted to the complexity of the issues at stake, capacity-bbuuulg -d the development of an exchange network at 
the regional level both to achieve economies of scale and to save time when implementing and replica 
innovating actions undertaken. 

The objective of the project is to create or enhance the exchange structures and fara concerned with this general 
management: 
+ By establishing intenninisterial coordination mechanisms for projects undertaken at the local and national levels; 
+ BY developing demonstration activities at the most si&cant sites, 
+ mess-raising, training and nc pulation groups am momic actors and 

ling linkages between them ar lean basin. 
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he main objective of this project is to build capacity in the participating countries in the Mediterranean region to 
 ons serve threatened, globally significant biodiversity in coastal and wetland eco-systems within the h e w o r k  of 
sustainable levelopment. The project tl ims at ccc e Mediterranean ci terms of 
wetland an( :onservation initiative. The p 1 ensure tl s learned and exper ~de in the 
northern rin lediterranean can be effective d and, alicable, applied ant :ed to the 
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For the purposes of this project, eligible wetlands, primarily of lagoon type, are those whose flows are interconnected 
with the Mediterranean Sea, while coastal areas are the terrestrial components of the coastal zone in the vicinity, and 
under the influence of the Mediterranean Sea. The project does therefore not address navigational and marine 

)llution issues and nor marine biodiversity. These are presel 
-ogrammes, in particular under MAPNNEP (GEF PDF B: Formu 
;editerranem Sea to address pollution from land-based activities). 
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 is proposal, hereafter referred to as the 'Wetlands project', addresses conservation of globally threatened 
odiversity in 16 important wetland and coastal sites in five Mediterranean countries and in the Palestinian 
uthority. Through a combination of innovative land-use and wetland policies at national level, site protection and 

management at loca nd region rking and exchange of expl ke proposal will p 
biodiversity protectic ent to 0th programme addressing pollu water resource issu 
beneficiary countries ,. At site level mechanisms for taking account :oncems and ensur 

lrticipation and economic returns are built into the project fiom the c 
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~e Medite :gion has seen the rise and fa y empires last 2500 
td commercial I=, many of them by sea, have seen eastern traaers round cities in me western oasm, LamIan 
fluence extend as fax as Greece, and Arabic culture penetrate well into the Iberian peninsula These fluxes, 
gether with the enclosed nature of the sea, have led to the establishment of a common Mediterranean identity and 
~lture. This identity is reinforced by the circurn-Mediterranean climate of hot dry summers and rainy winters, 
hich is als ; charada 
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The major threats to the exceptional biodiversity of these wetland r 
development, urbanization, increasing national and international to1 
over-exploitation of natural resources, in particular hshwater. ' 
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Aware of their common heritage, the Mediterranean States and European Union have developed common 
programmes and policies for the sustainable development and conservation of the coast since 1975. The 
Mediterranean Action Plan (UNEP Regional Seas Programme), the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable 
Development, METAP, LIFE, MedWet, Natura 2000 and MEDA (El J) are som 
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Grado Cc The MedWet programme for the conservation of Medikmmeau WI 
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taly, 1991). The initiative was recently widened (Venice, 19%) where all the riparian States present endorsed a 
bmmon strategy for the conservation of Meditemmean wetlands. In parallel, the Mediterranean Adon Plan, 
~nservatoire du Littoral (France) and Ramsar Convention semEariat held a joint technical meeting on coastal zone 
anagement (Hyeres, 1995) where 12 countries agreed on the need to develop land use policies for effective 
anagement of the coastal zon 
























































































